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The Riemann—Lebesgue theorem on groups 
By R. R . G O L D B E R G a n d A. B. S I M O N ' ) in Evans ton (Illinois, U . S. A.) 
In [2] HEWITT gives an interesting and elegant constructive proof of PLANCHEREL'S 
theorem for L2 functions on a locally compact abelian group (LCAG). His proof 
is modelled on the classical proof of F. RIESZ of the special case in which the group 
is the real line R1. We notice that in HEWITT'S proof the Riemann—Lebesgue theorem 
is taken as known. However, to our knowledge, no constructive proof of the Riemann— 
Lebesgue theorem for the general LCAG has ever been given. The proof of this 
theorem is easy in the case of R1, but only because the explicit form of the group 
characters as functions is known. The theorem for the general LCAG is always 
deduced from the Gelfand theory (see, for example, [4]) via the Tychonoff—Alaoglu 
theorem and other far from trivial considerations. This approach completely obscures 
the relation of the group structure to the theorem. In this paper we give a constructive 
proof of the Riemann—Lebesgue theorem for the general LCAG (again modelled 
on a well-known proof of the case of R1). In particular, some light will be thrown 
on the behavior of the group characters as functions. (See Definition B and Theorem H.) 
We begin with the following well-known proof. (See [1], for example.) 
T h e o r e m A. (Riemann—Lebesgue theorem for R1.) Let f^L1(R1) and let 
/ ' be the Fourier transform o f f ; 
{ 
(1) /"(?) = J e~iyxf(x)dx (ytR1). 
Then lim / " (y ) = 0. That is, the Fourier transform of an Ll function vanishes at 
infinity. 
P r o o f . For y ^ P 1 let fy(x) = f{x —y) (y£Rr). Given e > 0 choose ¿ > 0 such 
that 1 1 / - / ^ ! < 2 s if |j]<<5. From (1) we have, for y^O, 
oo oo 
( 2 ) - / * ( ? ) = J e ~ i y ( X + ^ f ( x ) d x = y V ^ / f x - y J j x . 
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Subtracting (2) from (1) we have 
dx, 2 \ r m ^ \ \ f - f A i , 
and hence, if \n/y\<5, then 2|/~(y)| <2e. That is, 
i r ( v ) l < e [\y\>j}-
This proves the theorem. 
As we shall demonstrate, the key to the proof of the theorem is the fact that 
71 
at the point x — — , the character x — e,yx takes the value —1. In particular, if U 
7 
[71 7r l 
_ T ' ~5 J 
that if y£R* — A" then the character determined by y (namely x —e' y x) takes a value 
at some point of U (namely 7r/y) whose real part is ^ 0 . It is this property that 
we shall demonstrate for the general LCAG. 
D e f i n i t i o n B. Let G be a LCAG with character group T. We say that G has 
the R — L property, if, for any neighborhood U of the identity 0 of G there exists 
a compact set K in f such that, if ydT — K then there exists x 6 U with Re y (x)S. 0. 
(We call K a compact set corresponding to U.) 
As we have seen, Rl has the R — L property. It is now easy to show that if the 
LCAG G has the R —L property then the Riemann—Lebesgue theorem holds for G. 
T h e o r e m C. Let G be a LCAG with the R - L property. Iff£L1(G) and f is 
the Fourier transform of f i.e. 
(3) / " ( ? ) = / T W / W < / X ( y e n , 
G . 
then f vanishes at infinity. 
P r o o f . We. simply imitate the proof in Theorem A. Given e > 0 choose a 
neighborhood UofOinG such tha t | | /— f y \ \ , <E i f y d U. (Here again,/,, (x)=f(x—y).) 
According to the R —L property there exists a compact set K in F corresponding 
to U. Then if y^r-K there exists x 0 in U with Re y ( x o ) ^ 0 . So 
(4) yU'o) / ' (?) = J y (x + x 0 ) / (x ) dx = J y (x)fX0 (x) dx, 
G 
and, subtracting (4) from (3), 
1 / 001-11 - = l l / - / J i < e -
Since Re y (x0) S 0 we must have 11 — y (x0)| S 1 . Thus \ f (y)| < e for all y € T outside 
of the compact set K. That i s , / " vanishes at infinity, which is what we wished to show. 
2 r ( y ) 
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In view of Theorem C, to show that the Riemann—Lebesgue theorem holds 
for an arbitrary LCAG G, it is sufficient to show that G has the R —L property. 
We do this in several steps ultimately making use of structure theory for the LCAG. 
L e m m a D. If each of the locally compact abelian groups and G2 has the 
R —L property, then so does GtXG2 • 
P r o o f . Let G = GlXG2. Then the character group r of G is r , XT2 where 
]~i is the character group of G ; . Let U be any neighborhood of the identity in G. 
We may assume that 11= C/t X U.2 where C/; is a neighborhood of the identity 
0, in Gj. According to the R —L property for Gt (i= 1, 2), there exists a compact 
subset-K, of r l corresponding to [/,-. Now let K=Kt XK2. If y = (y l s y2)£T — Kthen 
either or y2$K2. We may assume TiC^i - Then, by the R —L property 
for G, , there exists x, € C/, with Re y ^ x ^ ^ O . Let x = (x, , 02). Then x£ £/andy(x) = 
= Vi (^1)72(02)= Vi^i) a r , d hence Re y (x )^0 . Thus K may be used as a compact 
set corresponding to U, and so G has the R —L property. 
Next we shall show that for any compact abelian group G, the topology for G is 
generated by finite independent subsets of f . (The subset {/?1} . . . , fS s} of elements 
s 
of a group is said to be independent if whenever nl,...,ns are integers with 2 n i P i = 0 
; = i 
then «;/?; = 0 for all / = 1 , ..., s.) 
If C = {}>!, ..., y„} is a finite set of characters of G and S is a symmetric open 
arc of the unit circle about 1 (that is, for some 0O with 0<6o^n, S= {em \ — d0 < 9 -= 
<0O}) then C/[C; S] denotes the set of x in G such that yk(x)£S for k — \, ..., n. 
It is well known that the collection of all such U[C: 5] forms a basic set of neigh-
borhoods of 0 in G. Thus, to show that the finite independent sets in F generate 
the topology of G, it is enough to show 
L e m m a E. Let G be a compact abelian group. Then any neighborhood U[C; S] 
contains a neighborhood U[B; 5"] where B is a finite independent subset of T. 
P r o o f . Let [C] denote the subgroup of T generated by C = { y 1 , ..., yn }. Then 
[C] is a finitely generated abelian group and is thus the direct sum of s cyclic sub-
groups. Let Pi , ..., Ps be the generators of these cyclic subgroups. Then B = {/?,, .../?s} 
is an independent set. Now any yk in C may be expressed as yk = nkipl +... +nksps 
where the nkj are integers. (These representations may not be unique since some 
j3's can have finite order. In any case for each k = 1,2, ...,n, fix one such represen-
tation.) Let Mk = 2\nkJ\ and let M= max Mk. If S , = { e i s | - 0 o < 0 < 0 o } let 
J= 1 ISfcSn 
S' = {ew\-9o<9<0o} where 0'o=-jj- We shall show that U[B; S'] c U[C; S]. 
Indeed, if x € U[B; 5'] then fij(x) = eieJ where \0j\ < 0'o. Hence yk(x) = exp (¿[«^0, + . . . 
... +nks9s]).But \nki9t +... + nks9s\cMkQ'o r M9'0 = 90. Hence yk(x)€ Sfork = l,...,n 
and so x£ U[C\ S] which is what we wished to show. 
We next prove 
L e m m a F. Every compact abelian group G has the R —L property. 
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P r o o f . Let U be any neighborhood of 0 in G. By the preceding lemma we 
may assume that U=U[B; where B = {a,, ..., xr, /?,, ..., /?,} is an independent 
set, the ot7- having finite order and the jBj infinite order, and 1S = {eioj — 0 O < 0 < 0 O } 
71 
where O<0 o ^n. Let q be the smallest positive integer such that q90>—. (Then 
Re eiqe° s 0.) 
Let Kbe the (finite) set of y in F which can be expressed y = a + nifii + ... + nsj}s 
where a is an element of [a l 5 ..., ar], the finite subgroup generated by a 1 ; ..., a r , 
and |wx| + . . . 4- \ns\^q. (If there are no otj — that is if every element in B has infinite 
order — use {0} instead of [aj , ..., a,].'If there are no fij, set / £= [a x , ..., a r] and 
use obvious modifications in the remainder of the proof.) We shall now show that K 
may be taken as a compact set corresponding to U. For suppose y£F — K. There 
are two possible cases. 
I. Suppose [2?] where [5] is the subgroup of F generated by B. Then y = tx + 
+ nlfi1 +... +... +nsps for some a € [ a l 5 ...,aP] and for some integers ...,ns. 
Since y $ K we must have M=\ni\ +...+ \ns\>q. For j=l,...,r let x(ay) = l. 
For j = l, ...,s let x{fi]) = eiqe°<M if «,•>(), let x(pj) = e-i«eolM if n}<0, and let 
x(Pj) = 1 if rij = 0. Since a 1 ; ...,ar, fts are independent it is easy to verify 
that x may be extended multiplicatively to a character on [.B]. We then have x(y) = 
= exp ((ig0o/Af)[|«1| + . . . + |ns|]) = exp (iq60). Now [5] is a closed subgroup of 
r (since r is discrete). Hence we may extended x to a character on all of f , that 
is x€G. But since q90lM<d0 we have Pj(x) = x(fij)£S fo r7 = 1, ..., s. Thus U. 
Since Re y(x) = Re x(y) = Re eiqBo^0, this shows that y takes an appropriate value 
at x. (Note: if there are no ftj in B then case I cannot occur, since then K=[E] and 
y$K.) ' 
II. Suppose v $ [.B]. Then there is an element y£G such that y is in the annihilator 
of [5] but y{y) — y{y) s^'l. If x=y" for an appropriate positive integer p, we have 
Re y (x) = Re [y(j)]p S 0. But x is also in the annihilator of [5] so that a / x ) = x (a,) = 
= 1 =x(fij) = (]j(x) for all a.j, ftj € B. Hence, x£U and the proof is complete. 
L e m m a G. Let H be a LCAG which contains a compact open subgroup G. 
Then H has the R —L property. 
P r o o f . Let U be any neighborhood of the identity 0 of H. We may assume 
UczG. (Otherwise, since G is open, we could consider UC\G instead of U.) Lemma F 
shows that the compact group G has the R — L property. Thus there is a finite subset 
K0 — {•)>!, ..., y„} of characters of G corresponding to U. Since G is compact, every 
yj may be extended to a character Xj of H. If ¡ij is any other character of H which 
is also an extension of y} then HjXj1 is an element of the annihilator A of G. 
(Here, of course, A c H" where//* is the character group of H.) That is, ¡ij € XjA. 
n 
Hence, if we set K= U XjA then K is the set of all extensions of y i , ..., yn to characters 
j= i 
of H. Moreover, K is compact since A, being the annihilator of the open compact 
group G, is itself open and compact [3]. It is now easy to show that K may be used 
as a compact set corresponding to U. For if then XG (the restriction 
of X to G) is not one of the y}. That is, —K 0 . Thus there exists x£U with 
R e A c ( x ) ^ 0 . Obviously, then, Re A(x) and we are done. 
We now conclude with 
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T h e o r e m H. Every LCAG has the R —L property. 
P r o o f . Every LCAG may be factored as R" XH for some n = 0, 1,2, ..., where 
R" is Euclidean «-space and H is a LCAG with a compact open subgroup [3]. 
After Definition B we observed that R1 has the R — L property. Hence, by Lemma D, 
R" also has the R —L property. This together with Lemma G and another applica-
tion of Lemma D complete the proof. 
C o r o l l a r y I. The Riemann—Lebesgue theorem holds for every LCAG. 
P r o o f . Theorem H and Theorem C. 
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